
TheLeap Manifesto has reached its one year anniversary
and in that time, has gained the support of thousands of
Canadians across the country. An April 2016 poll by

EKOS Politics showed that among those who knew about Leap,
half support it. So far, roughly 42,600 people have signed the
manifesto.

What is Leap?
The Leap Manifesto was written during a two-day meeting in
Toronto attended by indigenous leaders, social justice activists,
environmental groups and faith-based and labour activists. It
began from the premise that ‘Canada is facing the deepest crisis
in recent memory’ and that in order for the country to move into
the future, it can’t take baby steps—it needs to leap. 
The manifesto is centered around several key themes. It

advocates for indigenous rights and titles, and supports the full
implementation of the UN Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples. It also wants Canada to stop building new
extractive infrastructure such as oil and gas pipelines, move
towards community-owned clean energy projects, enact a
universal program to build energy efficient homes, re-train oil
and gas workers for green industries, invest in high-speed rail
transportation run by renewables, and expand clean economic
sectors such as caregiving, teaching, social work, the arts and
public-interest media.
The manifesto also includes policies such as investment in

affordable public transit and other public infrastructure, a
universal basic income, and a national childcare program. The
manifesto wants to localize the country’s agricultural system and
base it on ecology, welcome refugees and migrants, end all trade
deals that interfere with attempts to ‘rebuild local economies,
regulate corporations and stop extractive projects’, and reform
the electoral system.
This may seem like an expensive list of reforms but the Leap

Manifesto promises that it will be financially possible: ‘The
money we need to pay for this great transformation is
available—we just need the right policies to release it,’ the
manifesto reads. 
These policies include increased resource royalties, higher

income taxes on corporations and wealthy people, a progressive
carbon tax, cuts to military spending and an end to fossil fuel
subsidies.

Leap - One Year In
The Leap Manifesto has been gaining traction all year. Within
the first 24 hours of its launch, it had gained 10,000 signatures,
which has gone up by over 32,000 since then. Public awareness
continues to spread, and the support continues to grow. The
Leap Manifesto has been signed by both individuals and
organizations from a wide range of backgrounds. Its signatories
include 350.org, Black Lives Matter Toronto, the Canadian
Union of Postal Workers, Greenpeace Canada, LUSH
Handmade Cosmetics, Oxfam Canada and the Public Service
Alliance of Canada. for a complete list see:
https://leapmanifesto.org/en/whos-on-board.
The federal New Democrat Party has also passed a resolution

to discuss the Leap Manifesto in every riding across the country
in the lead-up to their 2018 policy convention.
Leap has also had an international effect, inspiring similar

movements in other countries. A ‘Leap Day’ was held on
February 29 of 2016, and hundreds of activists worldwide
organized events. In Copenhagen, Denmark, climate scientist
Jason Box led a gathering to try to internationalize the Leap
Movement. In Zagreb, Croatia, Friends of the Earth organized
a screening of the film This Changes Everything, with special
guests discussing climate change ‘as an opportunity for building
a more just world’. In Salt Lake City, US, activists used Leap Day
to launch a new campaign attempting to get museums to divest
from fossil fuel investments.
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Leap Manifesto turns one- Natalie Dunsmuir



Leap Day also met with enthusiasm in Canada. In Ottawa,
Leap Manifesto supporter, climate scientist and author Naomi
Klein joined with the Leap Manifesto team and the Canadian
Union of Postal Workers to launch ‘Delivering Community
Power’, a campaign to change Canada Post into a ‘hub for a just
transition away from fossil fuels’. 
In Nelson, there was a 24-hour youth sit-in, in Toronto, the

Good Jobs for All Coalition held a session on the Leap
Manifesto, and in Saskatoon, Climate Justice Saskatoon held an
evening event called ‘Set the Agenda and Leap Forward’. 
Although Leap has had a lot of support from

environmentalists, social justice activists and even some

politicians, there have also been many who oppose it.
Saskatchewan’s premier Brad Wall called the Leap Manifesto
team the ‘Grim Leapers’. Premier of Alberta, Rachel Notley, also
called Leap ‘naive’ and ‘tone deaf’. BC Premier Christy Clark said
that the Leap Manifesto will ‘dismantle our economic
foundation’. However, Leap continues to grow a following. 
‘We know we can change the story, moving towards a

Canada based on caring for the earth and one another,’ the Leap
Manifesto team said in a statement. ‘We’re strongest when we
come together, and you can be sure we want you to be a part of
it all. Onwards!’ 0
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